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Foreword
In this Part 2 Special
Edition of Maven Pulse,
we go deep into the issues
that will matter and are
predicted to swing voters
in this high stakes US
Midterms 2022.
The world is watching as these elections
represent the canary in the world coal mine.
What will the leaders of the ‘Free World’
decide is most important for their future?
One thing is obvious from the data: this
election is about Civil Rights and Ideologies.
Books are being banned, history is being
white-washed (and outright denied), religion
is being manipulated, lies are being
propagated, and women are losing control
over their own bodies. Is this the reality?
#Fascism
One question I’ve been asked a lot lately is,
how much influence will the far-right, crazy,
Trumpian ideologies have on this election?
In Part 1 of Maven Pulse, we saw in the
analysis of Alaska how the Republican base
is being fractured by infighting between
Trumpian far-right conservatives and
traditional moderate conservatives. In the
case of Alaska, the latter is predicted to
prevail.

We analyse how other states across the
country react to the Make America Great
Again (MAGA) movement. This is reality and
the future seems uncertain.
So let’s look at the data. Data doesn’t lie.
Analysing elections uncovers the deeply
engaging themes that reflect people, culture
and society at any point in time.
If we want to understand the future, we
need to understand the now. In observing
the world, through big data and Aunty AI
(our reliable ally in this analysis), we are
able to provide a different perspective in
understanding ‘What’s Going On?!’ and
predict the future.
In Part 1, we outlined our game plan and
method of attacking this election. We listed
the election issues that will be tested for
relevance and predictive power to swing
voters. We also list the 8 closest Senate
races, which will determine whether the
Biden Administration retains control of
Congress for the next 2 years. Nail biting
times.
And so in this Part 2, we will share which
issues are top of mind and predicted to
swing voters, driven by the strongest
emotions in the content that people are
engaging with online.
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Emotions drive behaviour.
Strong emotions change behaviour.™
Think differently with data.
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New to Maven Data?
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For newcomers to the Maven community, check out
these quick reels explaining how we predict markets.
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DEMOCRATS
REPUBLICANS

The Top Issues
Predicted to
Swing Voters
in 2022

REPUBLICANS

In this first phase of analysis, all issues have been
assessed at a national level in the English language
to determine the Top Predicted Issues.
In Part 3: Final Predictions, we will share the next
level insights into how these top issues are
predicted to swing voters in the key Senate races in
8 states. We will go state by state to arrive at our
Final Prediction.
See our assessment of these Top Issues, in order of
importance in driving voter behaviour.

DEMOCRATS

SHOW ME THE DATA
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#1 TOP ISSUE

Abortion
In June 2022, the US Supreme Court overturned
Roe v Wade effectively banning abortion and
leaving it to the states to decide. Fifteen states
have since enforced extreme or total bans on
abortion. THIS HAS PISSED OFF A LOT OF
WOMEN IN THE US AND THE WORLD.
As the leader of the 'Free World', what does this
mean now that the legislature have this power
in America? Apparently, nothing if you're a
woman (or a girl who falls pregnant). President
Biden has promised to codify Roe v Wade if the
Democrats control Congress.
Since Roe v Wade
Five states have abortion on the ballot these
midterms (like a mini referendum) - Kentucky,
Montana (both anti-abortion), and California,
Vermont, and Michigan (all pro-abortion).
In our analysis, we are focusing on the tight
Senate Races - where all 8 states, whilst not
formally being asked in the ballot, candidates
have campaigned heavily for or against. In Part
3, we will analyse sentiment towards abortion
in these states: Arizona, Georgia, Nevada,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, North Carolina, Ohio,
and New Hampshire.

Is the female fury over
Abortion really over? …or
are rising gas prices and
groceries more important
now?

OUR DATA SAYS:

ABORTION IS AN ISSUE THAT IS
TRANSFORMATIONAL. This insight
is not to be taken lightly. Generally
2% of narratives are rated
Transformational.

PRO-CHOICE
ABORTION

ROE V WADE

Overall sentiment across America is showing
that the Pro-Choice (pro-abortion) movement
has stronger engagement and momentum.
In this regard, the Democrats have an edge.
There are reports that a large number of people
have voted early, of which the majority are
women.
We note that Trump remains highly engaging
and influential in this election and is staunchly
anti-abortion. In the tight Georgian Senate race,
first time candidate Herschel Walker (Trump
endorsed ex-footballer) was accused of paying
2 women to have abortions and fathering
3 secret children. However, to Trumpian voters,
they can do no wrong. Emotions are running high.
Let us add that female fury is not to be ignored.
For the Australian Federal Election in May 2022,
we predicted the strong female rage towards the
ousted Prime Minister Scott Morrison over his
disconnection and mismanagement of issues like
sexual harassment and bullying in Parliament.
This insight, we take into this election - do not
underestimate the rage of women. Enough was
enough. See our commentary and uncannily
accurate election predictions in Maven Pulse
here.

WHAT THIS MEANS:
Given the high engagement and
emotional intensity around abortion,
we expect to see high voter turnout.
#roeroeroeyourvote may be the red
tide of fury that will tip the
Democrats across the line.
We will take a closer look at abortion
across the key Senate races in Part 3.
For some light comic relief (but a sad
reflection of the reality for women in
America)…see this Amy Schumer skit.

The data tells the story in these Emotion Wheels.
I see a red wave, do you?
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#2 KEY ISSUE

Economy

INFLATION

COST OF
LIVING

As expected, the Economy is very top of
mind for voters. Inflation, Jobs, Interest
Rates, Cost of Living and Gas Prices are all
rates as Timeless narratives (important
and relevant) and moving.
When taking a closer look at the content that is driving
these narratives, these issues will not have the same
impact as a voting issue for the Senate Candidates.
Sentiment towards these economic concerns have been
driven by the global environment and the Feds, which are
not entirely in the control of President Biden.
However, the overall state of the economy is of concern
to voters with high expectations (blue) in these Emotion
Wheels.
So is the perception of the economy really reflective of
the factual truth?
According to Michael Moore, filmmaker, activist, and
Democrat:
“… wages are up, unemployment is at the lowest in half
a century, more jobs have been created during Biden’s
presidency than any other president in their first two
years, inflation has slowed, the economy grew 2.6% last
quarter, and everyone on Social Security is going to get
a whopping 8.7% increase in their monthly checks in the
coming year.”
To me, that sounds like the economy is in better shape
tsince Biden was elected.
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High Expectation in
how the economic
environment evolves
in the near future.

ECONOMY

WHAT THIS MEANS:
The economy is always a difficult narrative to understand because there are many interconnected issues. Perceptions can be far from
reality and people have different levels of understanding in what ‘economy’ means to them. Some think short term with focus on the
impact on themselves, while others think longer term and impact on the wider community.
The data is not showing deep red and there is recognition that these issues reflect the global economy, not just the fault of President
Biden. However, the economy has been a keep achilles heel for the Democrats. Some will believe that it's all President Biden's fault.
Great expectation signals that voters are very keen on seeing how this issue develops over time. Whether a Republican controlled
Congress can make life easier remains to be seen.
We analyse the sentiment towards President Biden and the Economy closer across the key Senate states. Stay tuned.
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#3 KEY ISSUE

#4 KEY ISSUE

Healthcare

Immigration

We tested a suite of Policy Issues - Healthcare,
Education, Energy, Climate Change and
Immigration.

Immigration is so far promising
to be a key voting issue in the border states and has
100% negative sentiment.

All were rated Timeless.
Healthcare was rated as the Top
Policy Issue for voters in 2022.
Sadly, Climate Change and Energy are not part
of this election debate. The political heat
across the country is more important to voters
than the overall heating of the planet (of which
the US is ironically a significant contributor).

HEALTHCARE

President Trump’s wall apparently has been very effective but
under the Biden Administration this issue quickly turned into a
border crisis.
We take a closer look at the border states where this is always a
hot election issue.
In addition, we analyse the sentiment in Spanish in Arizona and
Nevada, where there is a high hispanic community.
#CoveringAllBases.

IMMIGRATION
(ENGLISH)
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Side Note...

#5 KEY ISSUE

Voting Rights &
US Democracy
The overwhelming
sentiment is
negative with high
Expectation.
Americans feel that
Voting Rights and
Democracy are under
threat.

VOTING
RIGHTS

US
DEMOCRACY

At this stage at the
national level, it's
difficult to confirm how
these narratives will
swing voters.
Voters show
overwhelmingly negative
sentiment on these issues
and both parties have
different views on how to
address it.
More analysis is required.
That's next in Part 3.

I recommend this book 4 Key Threats to US Democracy.
Despite being written in
reference to 1798, it wildly
applies to the present day
situation in the US.
For the cliff notes, the 4 threats
are:

After the 2020 Presidential Election, exPresident Trump and his election deniers
have created a moral and political issue
around Voting Rights. Over 30 new voting
restrictions have been established since
2020, from voter ID requirements to
limits on mail-in voting, fuelling tensions
between Republicans and Democrats.

Ex President Trump has been labelled 'a threat to
democracy'. Post 2020, escalation of Political
Violence has now made Democracy a key issue in
this election. Remember the Storming of the
Capital?
After the recent violent attack on Paul Pelosi in
their home, Republicans seem to quit pretending
they oppose political violence. We are in a postTrump era.

Political polarisation
Conflict over who belongs
in the political community
High and growing economic
inequality
Excessive executive power.
History does repeat itself.
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#6 KEY ISSUE

MAGA

Make America Great Again
We take a wider lens on the impact of Political figures
(like ex-President Trump) and campaigns (such as MAGA Make America Great Again).
The MAGA movement, which represents the far-right,
Trumpian, anti-everything side of the Republicans, has
become a prominent election issue. President Biden has
set his cross hairs squarely on Trumpian and extreme
MAGA Republicans. This links back to the Democracy
narrative.
The MAGA agenda is anti-abortion - which we know, is
the #1 issue in this election.
OUR DATA SAYS:

There is very high engagement with MAGA and that
sentiment is overall negative: MAGA is rejected.
In some key Senate races there are strong MAGA
Republicans on the ticket. We go further in Part 3.

Side Note...
TRUMP LEADERSHIP
While President Trump is not contesting in these
midterm elections, his influence and engagement
remains strong. There are mixed emotions towards
him with an overall negative sentiment described
as Dislike.

NOV 2020

NOV 2022

His influence and ability to evoke intense emotions
has waned since 2020, but he remains to be an
influential shadow across the Republican Party
and this MAGA midterms.

BIDEN LEADERSHIP
The assessment of President Biden’s administration is the focal point for the
midterms. Comparing the data between 2020 and 2022, there is a sad story
to tell: voters have lost interest in his leadership. Sentiment has shifted
dramatically from overwhelmingly positive with high Expectations, to
dominant negative and NO Expectation. Voters have seen enough.

NOV 2020

We note that the most engaging content is negative, which means that
despite some potential positive news stories, the negativity is shaping Biden’s
narrative. We also note that in times of stress and change (since 2020),
people have a tendency to react more to negative news than positive news.
Those aforementioned favourable comments about the Economy? It doesn’t
matter.
The 'Sleepy Joe' label has been successful in undermining President Biden’s
leadership narrative.

MAGA

This confirms a dark shadow on the overall chances for the Democrats
in these midterms. However, as we know, these midterms are not about the
President but the state legislature - the Senators, House, Local, Governors,
and Legal Executive.

NOV 2022

It’s not over till it's over.
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#7 KEY ISSUE

Gun Control
Gun Control, Violent Crime and Political Violence (such as
the recent attack on Paul Pelosi) are rated very important
and Timeless.
The Gun Control narrative has the highest emotional
intensity and greatest amount of Expectation in this
election. We see a clear stance between
the Democrats (in favour of Gun Control) and the
Republicans (against Gun Control).

POLITICAL
VIOLENCE

VIOLENT
CRIME

OUR DATA SAYS:

Overall consensus is that Americans want
Violence to be addressed. Violent Crime
(e.g. Mass shootings) and Political
Violence has created Fear and Anger.

GUN
CONTROL

The Violent Crime narrative also discusses the role of
Police (sometimes the proponents of violent treatment
of its citizens) and the defunding of the Police in certain
states.
As the US murder rate continues to climb, the Violent
Crime narrative will only intensify. Political Violence
is also on the rise and Americans have high Expectations
of these issues being resolved. Whilst this is not a key
issue for many midterm campaigns, there is a prevailing
undercurrent of fear and dislike that has not been
addressed.
There is disturbing content that indicates the
Republicans have stopped pretending to condone
Political Violence. If this is the case, we are truly in
a Trumpian MAGA era.
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WHAT THIS MEANS:

Gun legislation is not on the ballot for most states in the US Midterms 2022. However, it is an ongoing issue across the country.
The Expectation across all three narratives suggests that the story is far from over. Gun Control has the strongest emotional
intensity and all we have to do is wait another month for another mass shooting. At some point, enough will be enough.
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SUMMARY SO FAR
The overall mood across America is not happy.
The overall rating of President Biden’s
performance to date is not good.
The influence of President Trump remains
strong through MAGA.
Abortion may be the issue that tips voters to
swing.
In Part 3 when we assess these Key Issues
against the Key States and Candidates in the
Senate race.
Then we predict the outcome.
Part 3: Final Predictions coming up soon.
Stay tuned…
This is going to be very, very tight.
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Find out
more...

For more behind our
Alaskan Predictions,
see my interview on
Alaska News Source.

Are we better
than polls?
...yes!
CLICK TO WATCH

See my interview on Full Measure, an investigative
news program hosted by Sharyl Attkisson, 5 time Emmy
award winning investigative correspondent with a
viewership of 43 million in the US. We discussed
“The Future of Polling” and why our Aunty AI is better
than polls.
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CLICK TO WATCH
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We hope you
enjoyed this style
of insightful, datadriven commentary
on world issues.
To keep up with the pulse, connect with us:
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Elisa Choy

ECONOMIST & DATA STRATEGIST

Join live conversations
Watch and learn
See data + creativity in action
Tweet with us

You can also join our database here.
Together, we can
TM
Change the world one byte at a time.

Data is confidence.TM
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See the
future with
data.
mavendata.co
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